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I. -A PERSPECTI

. Introd tion

5

ON TEACHER ROLES, MODELS, ANB,COMPETFNC

hing\
111 S'oih
'at tudSs.
i4vo

ldar

S

s the process by which one person '

rs achieve knowledge, skills, and
OAt least two'rsonSare alwaYs,

ve&ln teaching, the eacher and the
r. P good teacher provides guidance

for .t e learner. This guidance encourages
the' l arner to do thingsthat result in de
sired earnings-such as the ability to read
and wr ge. Learnin,1 is ati activity of the
learnerA Teaching creates 'conditions that
will en urage and stimulate lear4ng.(1).

NoWons tof this type are at present simplistic and inadequate in dev

411 aifiareness of the'ramifications inherent in the training and developme of
1

the professional teacher. Being involved in education means not only teach to '

a learner but also being ware of and interacting with other people and comp° lsnts

ofthe learning environSie t and system.

\-
School,Pdministrators, community members, students, parents,_and teachers

.

represent human dimensions that either seek or are soOght to participate in the

Interactive democratic proCesW iof building and maintaining local .educative syste- / 0

'Input for teacher training still emanates froth eacher\training)institutes but has
,

been expanded field settings which include early pre-service experience,/as

well as ihservide education.' Focus within the training process has moved to
...

co etencies'onthe'part of students, teachers, and Paraprofessionals. ,In the
, .

.
.

,

practicqf dealing 'with content and process or behavioralst lls in the curfiCulum,

new learning resourcesand technology has beeri"called.E6ras well as knowledge
, .

of change mechanisms and physical plant utilization: '1Akewise, to support, the

local educative system much more attent;pn.paid
,

to leg4lation an5ffinancing of
1 , , 4

o

programs.

'

1 4
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With these factors in mind the teaching - learning prows;-goes beyond the

Isolated act of teaching to include aseries of inter-related acts embedded in a

:I complex matrix of behavior or coMpet?ncies in an accommodative learning environ-.

ment. To deal more effecively with the child in an accomModative learnig' environ-,

N

Tent now demands an accommodative process of teacher preparation.

The ideas presented in this paper, in the author's judgment, are neither

profound nor novel. They ,represen nascent 'notions of a nebulous gestalt regard-,

ing the roles, m dels, and competencies of individuals in a leaving environment. -

No references or footnotes are needed to attest the fact that there is a deep

awareness and feeling of need for educators to develop teacher competencies. State

departments.of education as well as teacher training institutions have begun to

identify and specify competency lists. The Bureau of Planning in. the Office of

/'
Higher 2ducntion of the Pennsylvania Department of 2ducation has'been engaged in

program perusal in an effort to identify duplication of efforts in the comMon-

wealth's higher education institutions. With the inttdation of :teachers on the .

job ma'rket I project that many federal, state, and local agencies will bring pres-

sure to bear on teacher training institutions to avoid such a duplication of effort.

The "priies" aarded by funding agencies win to those individuals and insti

tutions who have developed programs and modules for the' development of teacher

competencies.' I greatly fear that two limiting concepts are being nurtured in the
, .

i , 1 , ,.

great race'of modular, development for performance-based objectpes. The-first is...
?

.
1

,.

4elearning copes
i

in smell packages, The second is that...-a-c9mpetency based program

is equated only with progression through learnirig modules/
' o ,

.

i i .

There is 7:1rely any Concern for the Social system A the educational environ-.,
- t i

i
went where teachers and children develop. What is ne

.

,

.

:

is a pArspective...a

\
rame-work...e gest-1C...that accounts for the role. or the school and how it, as

ry 1.
Social' system, supports thf. development o 'roles, models,, cowetencies, and

. ,
.

.

.

bahaviorsof the teacher and learner.
.

.

\,
, 1
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Concern and development of a perspective of teacher roles

competencies xequires careful onalysts of alternative sources o input and

.resources. I raise the'fbllowing questions, tl'state a few, i the process of

developing these resources and the Utiliiation of alternate :ounces of input:

9

(1) Itat press comes from he Pennsylvania State Departmen of EdUcation; (2)

What directions are-visualized from the university posit on; '(3) at approaches

to implementation arelseen from the school standpoint; (4> What rre the Cut.comes

as seen by thercommunity; (5) What benefits exist for children; (' Wbat ditection

and.prpss exists from NSTA or A2T3; (7) Ate aspects of the AAAS - Guidelines and

Standards appropriate in the development of a perspective; an (C) s there, a

taxonomy of science teaching competencies?
. 4

Cnce the perspective haS been formulated 1.t provides a basis fo
7

and synthesis o2 issues and, proctiCet,employed in programs of individualization,

-
accoutitabilW, performance ot;ntracting, and pspecinfly teacher educations

.the enalysis
.

II. SELECTED VIEW2yNTS

A. Press from the Pennsyivnnia State Departme4t of Education

Be are living in an age of\ufineacial adcountability." The scrutinizing
4.

eye of the budget watchdog observes planning, design, and implementation prnctices

at all fevels of operationin schools of education.. Strategies are being develop:-

ed to assess supply and demand links and,patZorns in teacher education. We have

4

thieved the, "critical mass" of teachers on tha available job market to find that
. 4 '

the supply now exceeds the demand (2). Piassures from people within.cnd outside

the process of teacher education are Psking..."now wh.qt?" 'The Pennsylvania Depart-

ment,Of Education in respbnse to public concern was fdrced to look at its sanction-

ing press and approbatiOns. Secretary of Education, John C. Pittenge

letter 4 Presidents of the higher elmcation institutions in l'ennsylvani wrote:

in a

.

()
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'"Because,of obvious financial limitations,
Ile must begin t view all of higher educa-
tion--whetherqeacher education or the
liberal arts -- interms of overall state
needs and not just individual institutional.,
aspirations. This is the only way that we
can achieve the wisest distributions of the
state's financial resources available to
higher education. I have concluded that-
the best way to accomplish these goals is
to differentiate between those programs'
which must be maintained or developed to
serve the overallneeds of the Common- - .

wealth and those that would inflate the
existing over-supply of _graduates incar-.
ticular fields. At the same time we must
be cognizant of student interest and de- 4

mand."
. 4

.

sEnClosures with the letter state:.
s;

it
*

1;,; "Because of the present numbers of teachers ,

,r P being produced by Pennsylvania institutions,
r- V both public and priv5te, and general supply
:

%-.
In and demand,estimafes, no further expansion'

.of teacher education programs at undervad-
,;

t uate or graduate levels will be approved
.without adequate justification in terms of
regional or Commonwealth need."

While sOcce"wight say that this focus is Ilnliting, the fact is that it is a

'role response by state officials coordinating and-promoting renewed efforts in

teacher education. Statements of ci.s type delimit operating parameters for

goal estalishment by Peansyl-i-nia educators, flexibility, improvement of the

quality of teathing, participation throughout the educational system, improvemen

of administratign and management, access to equal educational opportunity, and

imaginatiSn in spending the limited education dollar productively.

Theie is no doubt that thelTniversity of Pittsburgh is inextricably bound

with the Comnionwealth of Pennsylvania in its education of Se statie ciCfizenry..

As the University fails in achieving the aforementioned goals the budet watchdog.7

will surely choose to "reorder priorities" and "atrile boldly in nav direction"

rather than fund continuing'failure (3).
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Uith thd notions of -financial - 9p ox:, accountability, certification, and
r

. .

program approval operating-as specific environmental factors, the new, breed of;

involved Enter- institutional ( chool-community -u versity) educator will be

different. ,:, University department net dot S- net respond to this environmental

press will no su.vive. The support system has been delimited and flexibility

1,
to respond, Chang , and devdlop will determine survival.

In 1.pri1, 'day, and June,of 1973, educator's. from Pensylvania's 33 higher

education'insititutions rack: in leek haven, Pennsylvania to define leadership teams

and develop reduced list of competencies. ThiS list, which was to come from

over 10,000 statements o competency submitted by each institution, was to serve

as a guide for program development in Schools of, education. .rhis list or guide

to programi,development would eventually lead to improved mini'mum standards and

certification priorities for the profession. Ic-becnme evident -to the author

that there wasno clear agreement rs co wh-at should comprise the list.

Argument-; pro and con to competency based teacher education were given that

mirrored sentiments already e:tpresse] by proponents and critics in the literature.

t.fter much argumentation the participants, (group leaders anti co-leaders) united .

under the mandate of time press to define parameters for the final culling o2

the generic ffom specialized comne,:ency statements. In June of
7"

1973 an "'action"

workshop fo-: over 350 particip'ants was initi'ted with addresses by Jerome Ziegler,

Pennsylvania Commissioner for higher education, and Yrrl iinssanari, Director of

the American \ ..%ssociation of Colle:es for Teacher alucation's Performance -based

,
Teacher 7.ducation Project.' Groups

.

of 10 to 15 members were then established and

'charged with Cle responsibility . reducing their list of approxiMately 250 state-

ments to o core oT " generic" statements as determined by seleC\tlion criteria

establiShed:.at a second Loch H-ven conference in liny. Cl:fts group reliability

A

was .determined with Cab anal resul.;: being o reduction from -pproximately 4,000

to 403 statements of generic competency.. Thlpfgh the e:forts of a 12 committee

memb rship of group leaders,'..of Which the author was a member, the 403 statements
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were reduced further,.after much Jneated discussion, to a final number of

generic statements. The statements 'Isere then published as an interim inventory(4)-

This interim inventory is designed to. be a research and development,instru-

ment. It dictates neither certification nor minimum standards for pre and in-
.*

service teachers in Pennsylvania. In my mind it is intended to rbduce the 'gap"

in teeter education programs and implicitly counter the charge of Harry S. Broudy

that in Yerformance-Based Teacher education the performance unit (here stated as

/ / .
. 4r , .

a generic competency) is a matter of indifference, that is to say, the number
/ .

L .

and charadteristics of the performance units vary from one program to another.

While the generic tatements in the Interim Inventory rdl2resent a synthesis it

ih no way was inten ed to 1 Mit individual thrust and directionsetting in each

of the C3 highei educe- n institutions in Pennsylvania. In fact, the generic
.

statements represent a produce of the first of a five stage process in Pennsyl-

vania's Competency-3ased Teacher Aucatidn Program. Sae one includes continuing

competency definition in generic and specialized` form. Stage too involves continu-

inz program design with stage three emphasizing ,continuing program development.

Stage .four places emphasis on the design of competency assessment. Stage five

results in the
\

explication and implementation of a program approval process for

OR
institutional endorsement as competency based by the Pennsylvania Department of

education. projected estimates of the entire five stage process range from five

. .

toei,tht years. 114,ny of -the -peas presented to this point are specific. to the

Pennsylvania CAT3 movement and .generalizations are not implied 'to all of teacher

education.

B. Direction as seen from the University Apartment's position
"Ph

Two major departmental missioxs ex:ist for our faculty in elopentary education

at the University of Pittsburgh. The arpt is to individualize the education of

new teacherdifOrra changing soctety. The second is to ttudy and research elemen-
\

tary-school environments, the tiT1s approach to teacher education, and alternaeives
a

t6 inservice education of schoolpersonnel.
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Both are designed to,directly provide and develop better elementary prot:ams for

children ads region of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Nested within the

,stated missions are basic assumptions that must also be_made.explicit.' Doing-so

provides a conceptual bridge between coal and pradtice. important that net

Pennsylvania,Depprtment of ilduCation, 7undi2ng Lgenci6s, school districts, faculty,

propsectiveiptudents, and communi4:,e .ciare of these assumptions that guide he

daily 'operation of the several elementary programs in the department.\

. Assumptions related .to learrti

Learning is a highly individualized process characterized by the interaction

'of human's with di'Tering abiliAes and within many :environments. Self-awareness
. ,

and, survival are principle motiv;ItiOn'al sOUvaes of most leer inc, vrneriences.

?"."'

",

'Hatters of feetin,' attitude, belie: and personal convictionare legitimate

di
'-

nsions of learning which should be manifest in the Child's school Terience.

les of learning can,be 'identified co the extent that procedures, resources

nd probesses can be differentiated to insure success by lbsrners.

Assumptions relateclso pro,lram .
. C

.

N...

Rrograms .63r children and ceacheKs should exemplify the broadest range of

human eXii:Orience. Cultural diversity, Susifice, and responsibility should be ex-
'

... :

plorel-ift-each community. The means by which children and teachers exper ence

- . the program contributes significantly to the outcomes. ,

4 Assumption related_ co staff development"

The adult staff shouldl perceive themselves and others,as ac partiicipants
.

'in the learning processes. iidtensive inf-eractiim processes among adult6 in the

school can prevail and contribute posigielyto the learning processes with
,

children. Decision-making preroga.ives can be decentralized to include ;hose whoN
have direct responsibility for the implementation,or program with children.

Being and becoming informed contributes to the developmeaL of odaquate persons.

4 ,
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Tle quality decision-mak.in is influenced '..)y Many factors including the na;:ure

of inforTacion :acid by the'particinancs and ..:he subs:ance o: interpersonal processes.
4.r

ssumation related to communLy
- .

A parity quest should be promo:aklaMong ce mnny 'rep esentrtive groups wi-h-

in and withouc schoolchool A allow the participants to be ome involved with t 11) e
,

0'

ad ini-

btratorls, other staff, university studenzsJand faculty and signiTic9n: commun ty

(0. significant issues of the elementary school. Children, Leachers, parents,

ageftties 'should be considered in any change process.

ir

Progrms-urrently e:ciszing in the Department of Zlemen,:ary-klucation are

Child:loodV.Oucation, pre--service block, studen: terching, iinst,2r o Cduca;:ton,

'jester o.c in- Teaching (intern ?rogram), I'ost-Arster's 2ro3ram 7er clinical

:acuity inTeacherCenters, -]lemen:ary and ')oc,:orate. Each pro-

fi!ram and 'the surr)ort se-tin,, in TTnica it oncrates, conAnually s,:rives to achieve

and implemen,; the rforemeltioned rssumptions. .;?ericlic program assessment by the

?ennsyltnir .:epartment'of (.1uca:ion is ,:he current ratite 1,37 whic the ..)epartment

attains le all program approw.l. It is importa'n,:.that :74eulty recognize the need

. -----._
.

'fot periodic review o".e1C-C-Praml..$ objectives .and should convene in open forum:.etch ,

4 --__ -___ .

for full discussion of 1,u1gei:, perso lel, ao401prOram-prioljties.

----_
Basic resou rcesin-i:erm5i of pertonnel and money are chnnneled into on- and -of:

campus e : :perienc.es. r )eparmen,: of Illementary :ducation has.be n invited by

. . .

schools in the metropolitan 2ittsburgh districts for form a Clinical Education 'g
.

-.- .

lletworl-. :for the purpose. o.: rerormulacing school p%Teriences with tencherd, child-

s# 41'

ren, parents,' community, and admiaistklition. '',,,: times invitatioas:-are,,rejected.

Ai: times invitr:ions to universi:j-f'7,c1U14y,rnd studen:s :'re crken back! Pt timesI.

. ,s et'
. g

invitations are accepted bu.1 the discric: acts in poor-2ait,h.and ortor::. Foruh-

ately these are the e7.cceptions rather than the,rule. Each member of (die new-

educational coalition should advocAte tIctive parti pation by all in planning,

dev loping; and evaluating programs. in each elem ntnry schod.



Ptiorities df the newly developed Teacher Center network should relate to the

4
- promotion of the highest quality experiences with each child in the-school, home,

and the community. Imaginative pre and inservice teacher'education in the city,

suburbs, and rural areas should charactetize the network operation. Research
.t....:.

._,.
.through directed observation, recorded data, selected feedback, and controlled,-

.

-development and implementation of materials are cansidered -in develotang a compre-

hensive evaluation system. Teilcher education, pre and inservice, undergraduate.
( : 4. ,

.1 : 4 j .through doctoral study is the main vehicle currently used by faculty it rebuilding.
''.

' the Elementary Education Department. TheTeacher Center network best utilizes-
'

resources and provides maximum field experiende capability for all university

students junior level through advanced sraduate study. pnfortunately at times,
t

, this is forgotten and'the "politician participant" feels that a little time in
5 $

many schools is the only thing needed 'to create -fav orable impressions that "some-
.

'one cares.' In my,mind'this attitude is frivolousdissipating,-- and contrary to

the notion that the best "pdlitics" means doing 4 thorough and conscientious job

many hours a week.

C. Approach to Implementation as seen from the Scfiool stan0p9int

.6

..
1That sehobls exist is in fact related to the rationale that society s -ins*

i . .

. .

.
. .. .

. tution, called the school, provides the child with knowledge, skins and 'experts -.

7P , / . A

in disciplines, to develop his competence in adapting to Life's situations. .

4
,

.

-
...People-in society are now takinr g a hard lobk at tetchers and programb In schotls.

. \
_ - sr '--,

\Parent 6d community groups are-mote vq,cal, and in greater attendance at t school:
-

-and board' meetings. Just as the ufliverattyhas responded 'to the accbuntability

of Education, Aools are-responding to evaluative

414-0;
groups Lmanding-vested interests. .The school response \'

of 'the State Departments

ments passed on them by

that typically. arises is 'phere cab.pe obtaifi additionai'resources and a-ssi-
.

a-stance ?"' The university or college of teacher .education is usually in a position

10to deliver 'such assistance and resources.' 4

,,,,
2 ..
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Many schOls choose to, have,student teachers, and their reasons vary between

extremes of having another "underling' in the room to providing additional experi-

ences for children. The present notion of a "Teacher Center" ors-nclinical educa-

tion network school" embodies a deep concern for program development for children,

staff development for teachers, and from these, improved envireawas for teaching

and learning. It should be4a godf that in the center as teachers create learning

environments, they use-and develop skills and. techniques appropriate for dealing

with the dynamics of groups as well as the competencies which promote individual-

izing of learning. These skills, techniques, and considerations focus on_the

following elements:

(1) Group processes and patternoroupings of children,
(2); communication and decisioring,
(314 roles within the classroo
(4) the organization of learning laboratories,
(5) the promotion of self appraisal practices,,

'''-'(6)' the physical environment of the class, and
(7) the social and emotional climate in the classroom

:f=

The organization and development of Reading, Matheamtics, Social Studies,

Science, and Language Art91?rogrima in the elementary school respresents

.pension of professional study essential if teachers are to participate, in. the

decision making process of the school. Program development involves the'examin-

ation of teaching methods, materials:Structure, competencies and designs by

which these areas and processes maybe evaluated. Selected elemegles in program

development are identified a8:

(1) -techniques:methods, and, principles of teaching,
(2) establishing nexus between theories of learning and teach..

,(3) curricular structures,
(4), instructional designs and concept developmejit,
(.5) cre,ating problem solving conditions, and
(6) eviluative strategies.

13

fly
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As teachers become-more active participants in the development of programs

and processes within the schools, appropriate training experiences should be plan-
,

0 .

ned for the purpose of promoting 'their awareness and competency in the areas under
- ,

t

consideration. The relationships between this training and the institutionali.
5

Changes which grow out of these proceiees need to be examined. Processes of'plan-

ning, implementing, and evaluating are representative of the competencies used by

teachers and-administrators as they consider changes in the total school environ-'
.-

ment. Therefore, the phenomena of institutional ch7ange are studied by the staff

as they,experience those processes designed to promote'Chenge, of which program

developMent is one, in the schools. The nature of inservice is expanded within

this rationale to include the'following elements:

(1) change strategies within the-school,
(2) school and personal philosophy,

,4 (3) the teacher as learner,
(4) identification and use of consultative, resources,
(5) models for the evaluation of training activities,and
(6) planning of long and short range expeiiences.

The concerns with staff development trancend.the barriers established by

pre and.inservice trends and practices. Within a teacher (and learner) center

'activities usually 'designated as preqprvice may be inservice for some practicing

teachers. The preservice through inservice efforts now blend into a continuum

with aforementioned elements. in program and staff development as the areas of

-focus prescribed for or selected. by "certified" and "pre-certified" personnel.

In the clinical education
network Teacher Center much more than "interaction"

occurs. I suppose the term "transaction? might be'used to signify the "give and

take" or " negotiations" that take piece between and within School and university

personnel. 'I will use the word transaction to connote "political" negotiations

involving trades or exchange of time, efforts, resources, and personnel. Inter-.

,action will connote subtle and overt, non-political "niceties!' used in communi-

cation with colleagues enq children.
I
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I'make this distinction because 1:transection" occupies a non-subordinate,e non-

subjugate, positionwith respect to interaction. both transaction and inter-

attion'ipply.sharing and building. In a viable "teaching-learning" center both
It

exist for the benefit of all participants. The following recommendations identify

specific elements and personnel practices in transaction endeavors:

(1) Identify university liaison personnel willing to work in aschool
"Teacher Center."

4 (2) Identify school personne4willing to work with pre-serli3.c6
personnel.

'(3) Establish credit and cash banks within the hchool district.
(4) Develop a professional-library in the school building.
(5) Conduct inservice wbrkihoPs.
(6) Work with 'resident" teacher's offering methods courses

student teachers.
(7) Establish a "site committee" composed of teachers, co.'s' nity,

parents:and students.
"(C) Use school fadilitieS for school..Oniversity training
(9) Pay, Plaster degtee,interns half of a beginning teethe s salary

and full teacher benefits.
(10) Allow special admittance of resident faculty in the sober. ,

Center to a Master degree program. .

(11) Develop participation of community,, university, a school
faculty in both university and school policy.

(12) Enter into consortial agreements with other teac r training
institutions.

(13) Work with local and regional professional educe on oiganizatfons.

D. Outcomes as seen by the Community

As the child' actsin several environments, his growth and development reflect

these experiences. Simultaneously, the institutions are affected-by these inter-.

actions and transactions. Teachdrs and parents Who are alert to the nature of
\'

these respective institutions, the dynamics of their interactions, transactions
, , .'. : ,

'occurring, and the influence of selected inAtitutional,elements on them use skills

and background information which extend'heyond nascent,nOtions of teaching and

earni4 competencies. The home school- community relationship exists because of
,..

physical placerientanA the clientele.

Focusing on these relationships brings certain elements into view:

(1) The cultural dimensions of the horie, community, and school,
(2) social dynamics of the community,
(3) processes of transition betweetfhome, school, and community,
(4) 'social agencies, and
(5) parenthood.

15
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These perceptions along taf.th formal involvement of the school and community

Aid inTthe development of a community of. purpose'' and pride with responsibility

for accenting the conseq nces of joing decisions. This is a basic tenet of the

notion of decentraliz ion, an often misunderstood coneept.

E. Benefits'Existing for the Children

The ultimate goal%of inter-institutional effort rests in i roved pogroms'

and hUimanerelationships with children; Although the term /dividualized" has

been ba diedabout

ing'expeaences.

It is obvious that a discrepancy...a dis-equilibrium exists between whht the

learning environment could provide and what, in actuality, exists in many Schools.

4

it is expressive of. the results sought for in child's learn-

An adaptive environment provides multiple attainment paths in whic, specific and

subtle differences between individual resultant of differential bacigrounds are

realized. Interactions and;, transactions are assimilative and accommodative.,

In an adaptive environment, the abilities and motivations that each Child brings

to school must be understood in detail and educational alternatOes provided that

take into account these tai nts and styleo of performance. The expanCTed notion

of teacher roles will hopefu_ly enable individuals to operate not in isolation

but to'p'recipitate various resources for use, in the'cievelopment of an adaptive

rigorous learning environment for children. \

\

CONSIDEPATIONS'INHTHFI EDUMTION OF TEACHiRS,OFSCIFNCLi

A. "Press from professional\organizationi

Many individuals in life adopt a on the bandwagon" attitude toMards

techniques, slogans, and esT4cially e ucotional ritics. Bandwagon efforts us-

I

ually_falter and become non-cnntiguou because th environmental variable are

-I ,

either underestimated or mnrse, not cnngidered. fforts erode to constant con-

cern for problem alleviation Whatever practice6 exist rather (than, for improv-

ing and building on those pr4tices.

)
1_,
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ManY times the productd 'of a bandwagon effort result it: new names for old practices
,

, V
rather than new concepts and new pr ctides. For mai\y ndivVluals in CBT7 movement

It

s. J
''.....

.,..fr 1

it is the former while for ()tilers it hal* treat protaise in the metamorphosis ofx
\ ''' ,

1. teachemedUcation. An "early" recomr.endatipi was mace by Alari.i4. Voelker, (5)- far
0 '

a competency based tea4t preparatio approach consi thing of five major components:

Instructional packages

(1) Independent study ions
.(2)

-(3) Open- activities laboratory
'(4) Peer-group teaching
(5) Increased school involv

Of the five items listed above only two have achieVed,reaognition in the

___ L literature. The notion of instructional packages has bn derived from program
7 ---,........., .

-.--..... ..... .
a

g . p

packages in science such SAM, SCIS ESS.etc.
Wii th'

iniCtrE, obj. ectiVes,are
i

1

stated as competenciewlo achieve and activity is isolated usually to the teacher
'.:k4A01iik

-7 education institution. Uhat the prospective teacher t",be expected o accom-

plish

, .

.tigOal-'

.

'

.

.

Vs a set of prescribed,or self-selected activities matched with objectives

stated in competency form.

' The basic notion thht fails to materia4ze is that of a\"Ohole repertoire of

,

, .
. .

\ , 9
teaching models" nested within a role theory ramework. t. n4essary precoiidition

to this basic, notion is an environment that best allows the i dividual to develop

competencies reflective of role e:tpeCtation inthe educational Incwaded

SCheof involvement of preservice personnel with

preservice training by inservice teachers is no

concoromitant,d4ands placed on

being realized. The National
-.

Science Teach rs Assneistinnuumatings display anlincreasina away Tess of the
t

.

Mit movement. Just 'aathe, i of individunitzion Caught the ttention of

cduators so MS 6= But as of yet statements cif competency for\sci'ence teach-
1

c \ 4,..

ing are elusive or' non- existent. There are or coud be a'Very'larW,,number of
. x , )

em if one (hOpefully many)individuals
.
were to compile lists of.sci41ce teaching

\t ,

co etea y statements. This has neither been nor appears to be a central. focus
.

\ .

of N Th. le author is unaware of any official mandate to identify such a list.

t

17
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Since the EMIA membership does contribute to the focus and tformat of national

meetings, it can be siad that as an sue it occupies the d scussion and thought

o

inga of the Associ-

refeCused and Con-

of teacher educators: The author has found the subgroup me

ation for the Education of Teachers in'[Science (AETS) liucti An

i
.

cerned with the issues of Corietency Ba. 3d Teacher Education. The outlook

expressed by the science educator membetship of SETS *ears run from cautious
,A

/
4

optimism to negativistic concern about the feasibility of CBTE Representatives

/ \of the Neu York University TTT Project in\ Science -and M4emat s !Education

\

\

stated their position as follows:

"If we could define teaching behavior that demOns rably
contributed to student achievement then a PBTE Program ould
be highly desirable. But given that there is little a ee-,

ment and almost no "data as to what to teach, how, to teat h

it, or what the needs of students and/or society are, i seems
extremely unlikely that an attempt, to design a performan e
based teacher education program can reflect anything more than
the designer's biases and it,is our feeling that it is da gerous
to give what is, in reality, a subjective program a cloak of
Objectivity (0)"..

In a more r

25. indiyiduals ias held to discuss teacher eduction in science. An abstract of

that s*ion,revealed 'the feeling that the,prevalent model of methods d related

cent AETS meeting in Defroit, ,Michigan a "rap sessi " among

education Courses followed by student teaching w s-argued as.being ine

Earlier contact with pupils, as part of the concent, with ithdent teach
. .

culminating experience May be viewed as a `future aspect of aiyexperience

curtiouinm. "Teachers in the group would not accept the no,tioi that perf

fective.

ng as'a

based

rmance

con-based Curricula would be an effettive model. This may.have been due to th

felt that performan efusion over the meaning of the idea.' Most in the gto
t.

based teachereducation-was a viable concept and would no doubts have inpact o

tifutUti science teachers, their certification; and continued professional growth, '.

While I am eensitive
. to the Possibility of overgeneralization I feel that attitudes

reflected In th above statements, currently persist and affect the momentum*

effqts'in CBTE.

. . '

°18
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B. AAAS Guidelines and Standards

In February of 169 the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

with its Commission on Science Education published standards aid guidelines for

,theyreservice science'education of elementary school teachers 7). The document

states that the guidelines must be general but because of this, they are subject

to various interpretations. Three year later in summary of discu sfon (8), the

problemis stated that the guidelines lack a unifying philosophy any supports

contradictory changes. It is this author*s contention that the chase is more

appropriately. leveld at competency based teacher education. The guide ines and

standards are reported as failing to do the following:

1- Delineate sufficiently the competencies which eachers need.

2. EcnoUrage greater sensitivity.in interperso
teacher and student.

3. Recognizeathe need for clinical professo se and methods courses rather
than the reduction of teacher preparati n 'to internships-tinder master

1 relationships Between.

teachers.

4. Recognize the special probleMa.0 b ginning teachers who need opportu-
nities for success and experiments ion.

I ,

5. Effect change in a realistic manner.
44.

To expect the guidelines and standards to do anything other than the delinea-

tion of sample competencies is unrealistic. As such they represent etatementsde-
.

'signed to bradly initiate an eVen.hroader "ecological system" with divergent com-

ponents connected under the rubric, of "preaervice education" to produce a conver-
.

gent focus on competencies. Although the spirit of intent is evident the trans-
,'

.Lation into statements, competency or otherwise, is limited in scope and depth.

It places the burden on the reader to design and implement strategies lent direc-

tion by 'the standards and guidelines. Team teaching: relations with the schobl
o

and commun'ity, rIlations with children,, `instructional management, continuous learn-.

4

ing, scientific knowledge and the processes of science, attitudes towards science,
411,.W. r"4 , ,

l
4 individualizatibn, and resources represent'the areas of concern in its broad spec-

,-

,tral analysis. :,

r 9 's
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In examining the above conerns it becomes trivial to attempt to'identify compe-
.

ttncy statements in the behaviOral style and format. It appears to be much more

appropriate Co think of the larger setting in which the incident behaviors occur

4.

and die' roles and role strain that generate these behaviors. That is thillIcus
:.

.-

(1Lp:his discourse. TO begin with, the statement of competencies implies a priMery
,,

i
.

. ...
4 1 .

concern over "target" behaviors with implicit and vague distinctions of settings,.
, ...

l'

social situations, and position set in the bacle5.ground.'i,It is suggested that to

obtain a more realistic approach to CBTE one must consider the background; cogni-

tions, characteristics of,persons, the persons themselves, and levels of role

definition BEFORE identifying or specifying statements of competency, In this,

manner onetran not only mo4ify the types and nature of specific statements but
r 4

l, -; 1. -.
ereate the "big picture- otl-gestatttrAMewerk" from which adaptive statements

or objectives can be derivel."

A

4
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C. Teaching roles, mo, els, and competencies in perSpeotive.
4

tb.

Selore the au0q2 begins a discussion of roles and the gener tion4oficom--

petencies within a role theory framework it is important to define tekbs amd delimit

certain assumptions:

Role -

OEFINITIONS .
An operational classification of an individual's beha ior'that
represents an assumed complew of mental and ethical raits dis,-

tinguishec by quality.

Competence - The ability to acquire and demonstrate strategies and skills
of teaching as well askelated behaViora' all ,of which are

' derived from a role orientation. .

. .

Relatedness A value judgment placed on a set of teacher-learner competencies
Factor - as to their being immediate, distant, or of remote *sequence

to one anothel.

Performance Categories that reflect a quantitative and measure
criteria - of behavior.

no le categorization. or

ASSIMPTelONS

1
.

assification implies a functional rather than realistic

m4
'differentiation. Tne sum of all roles engaged in, professional or otherwise, do not

constitute the total of th individual. there is'interaction between roles. Fudc- ...

o

.
i

timel differentiations are intended only as a hypothetical construct through which

analysis,of demands facilitates the determination of curricuhim design.for teacher

preparation. To adequately define each proposed role requires a categorization and

an,analysis-of the demands inherent in the situation in which the individual operates.

Role demands vary with situational factors. Preparation should reVolve around (1)/

specific disciplines, here science, through which principles are available from which

operational hypotheses are derived, (2) a range of environments in which preservice

xperience can be provided, and (3) flexibility,, rola identification, and various

ltural and situational distinctions. Rule demands can be altered by the incumBent.

Specialization to meet role demands in a preparation program is arrived at after the

lv
categorization and analysi of such demands and after an evaluation of those demands

. '

Which are deemed valuable Otithe basis of professional judgment.
.1 ,
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Role theory appearsetb have attained popularity because of its manYilselul/con-

notations rather than its specific denotations. It is not hoWever, a nebulous concept

. For, all intent and purpose this perspective of role theoty concerns patterns of be-
. J 4 J

com mon to sets of social actors and the cognitive phinamena which

,terns. The statcments'made here by ,Me ksubject) with respect to roles

havior which are
4

.0° underlie the pat

represent cognit

in a social wqy

ions about teachdre '(a0tors/objicts) in the real world as they relate

with colleguesand children (targets):A

The characteristics now described Ke

of a meaningful action taken by a given 'o

resent events bounded in time, consisting -

ject" perion. That statement defines
/
be-

haviors and they (the bihaviors are active, ,volitional, and usually directed towards

social targets. Statements of teacher'Coitoetency 'When; opeationalized should be eval-
,

uated in terns of the "target' behavior. In some the relatedness factor would be high _

/
:i.e. `The consequence of the teacher's behavior can be seen immediately in the actions

.
. ,

0
-,

r
.(

or behavior of the target. Oftentimes the'xelatedness factor is remote i.e. Conse-
,.

_ ...-
,

. .

quence of the teacher's behavio-r-is seen in the 'target', after a long period of time.

Interacting Agent-

Instructor-

struetional desi ner-

Tran foim a ent- '

Individual-

Social rteachn

ROM CHARACTERISTICS

cares forothersj f(piving; has faith in others;

neverlgivesup; has patience; is "other' oriented;
facilitate's or directs behavior.

specifies learning goals; diagnoses tbe_geneval state
of the learoer; plansand prescribes for the child on
long and short tegi basis; assesses progress of the
learner; motivates learnirig..

(levelers inatructional rsgourc.:s; estiblishos a
learning environment.

,develops and'inipiements group process strategies;
Ap effects teaming;, promotes professional-political _

action; develops and implements chinge strategiesc
where apprepriate.

promotes and practices self-appraisal; self-control;
selfldirection; seU-management; self-awareness;'-self-
actualization.

I
develops an inquiring attitude,in c30ers; effects
communication; promotes contii?uop4.'rearning; identifies
problems and ways to solve them.

22
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It is not the purpose of this paper to examine the characteristics, discuss the

the validity of the selected roles, or ascertain the principle Of categorization used

by the author. The roles are stated with the conviction that they will...serve ag a

"conceptual organizer" for the interweav'ingpf competencies, phasing o teaching
,

.

'models"/9), support setting consideratiOns, principles of ,reaction,, and aspects of bft

'children and the learning 4nvironment.

D.' Proposal'for a Science Teaching Education Program in Individualization
.(Step-In): Preservice .

'
1

6 .

The reader is reMindekof the assumptions made with respect to role/as, stated
.

.Nt
.

previously. It is', with these assumptions that the following set of roles is describe

and made "operational" in the generation of coMirtency statements. Reference is made.
di

,t.
to the AAAS standards and guidelines as an additional input factor considded'in the

generation of competency statements.,

\

...

This proposak and related role characteristics represent an'effort to redefine,

refocus\, and develop strategies for individualization aimed at improving elementary

environments
/

.
\

school environments in which science teaching and learning take place. The "imprrovin,
.

.

,

of teaching will be attempted through the ultimate development of teacher competemcie

derived fom roles. The "improving' ofllearning will come about as a result oNf-the

teacher's awareness of the student's,otal participation intaction-based activities

with/n the learning environment. As teachers.of prospective and practicin teachers,\

1

we have the responsibility to practice or at least provide experience for -what we

preach. We must use any,and all resources availabte to enhance a child's learning

of science "L The learning experiences_we provide for teachers must likewise reflect

a 4e of any and all risdurces available to,enhance the teachers' "teaching" of

science. The concern is with three variable interactions operating in the classroom. -

A

Thee first variable is the teacher's competency to promote and maintain individualized

learnilexperiences with a child. The teacher. develops competencies to promote

Student competencies., Teather competencies might range from 'specifying" learning

pals to enhance self-develorkAnt and lincludes such skills as focusing, modulating
. ..

.,; , .-' -

thinking activity, structuring the .eaiming environment, inquiring, as well as manage-
,-- .. t.

j'ment (N4 ---,.,1--, q-, Tho pnond'variable deals with student competgncies developed .

1_
. .- 23 A
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S.
within the learning environment. These competencies night range anywhere from con-

.

ducting an investigation to coping with and solving problems . The third variable
.

...
/

-.\ .

t .,

deals with the design, development and management of the learning environment using

learning resources for student use. Reources are either commercially:produced or-
.

,teacher made'with individual differences in mind.-
-The-(

'1earning environment allows

a child o similate natural and,phYsical phenoMena through the use of materials

and stimulates accommodation to new problems and situations. This accommodation
IL

effects logical thinking strnitures formed by eXperiences which in turn develops
1,

a stabit4ation or 'equilibration point in the development lof a particular concept.

This represents an adaptive model viewpoint of education where assimilation .of

I

)

omena and accommodation to new situations occurs with the greatest east. pits repre-, °

/

sents'a translation of Piaget's notion 'oilf intellectual development to assumptions

rela'ted to experiences in a learning environment. The vehicle in approaching this
.4

model of education ip very much different &hen what hai been practiced in the not

too distant past. The adaptive model assumes activeness, as oppoied to passiveness,

on the part of the child. If the role has changed from passive to active learner,

7
the teacher must change his role. In this environment the teacher and student assume

appropriate and comple entary refs around learning and decision making. The roles

generated and subscribed\to a e individually dr socially oriented. Ifa teacher,

-assumes the philosophical orientation, his learning environment should reflect-this

position.

It is obvious that a diz,.:::cpanry a 'dis-equilibrium exists between what

the learning environment could provide and what, in actuality, exists in many schools.
. )

'To provide for an adaptive educational/system is the goal for which we should be

willing to and must ask penetrating questions. How can a teacher match patterns of

individual

substance:3

abilities and'styles of performance i14 certain situations to the method,'

planning of instruction, and development of learning environment?

"
24
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'llgow can instruction be accommodated to the interest, motivation, and reinforcement
,

/

lvels of the individual?' At the'rJ.sk of sounding pessimistic my observations about

°grams; teachihgl students, and use of the learning environment lead me to the

Hawing conclusions:

I. Teachers expect students to assimilate teacher pre - selected, concepts
presented many times on too abstract aleve.

Little attention is paid to intellectual<develop nt in terms other--than that expressed by achievement/test scores, t e of activity
engaged in, or ac%pities cgMpleted.

'Teacbe'rs expect studentto acdommodate.their thinkingistruct/yre only
on a very low level, that is, through imitation.
4..

4. CommunicatiOn patterns are developed and encouraged bewtten and
from teachers to student rather thain betWeen student and student.

.
2.p -5. Many earnini environments contribute to the self-actualization and

,

, autonomy of the teachers Only. .

1,

f
.

..',6. The curriculum and its organization.okentimes presented represents
a frustrating experience for'studenta"&o feel they Must learn
everything and for teachers who believe they must know everything in.

'1, the curriculum.

A)The idea that all problems have an answer or can be solved iea mis-

_.,4
. conceptualization frequently developed, by. teachers and children.

A child's contribution to the 'developMent of his learning environment
\ is severely limited.

.

.

',
I. .......,

\ , 9. The prese focus on teacher cOmpetendies is to help the teacher
survive nthe schOol rather than to develop student conpetencies.

(

Cam.. ,.

, 10. tndividualilati6n is conceived as a on` -to -one process which, if
I

perceivedas only being this, is diffic It to achieve, -

,11 Students will initiate their own learnin only to the extent that
1, )

\ teachers allow them to and on an xpects ion level coincident with1 -
t the teacher's. /

\
;

.12.. Many attempts at individualizirionreflec the philosophy that there
is only one way to individua ze.

/ 7,
13. misconception, dangerous to attempts at adapting individualization,

e ists in that man); believe an indiVidualiz d prograM, commerically
produced, is, the only inptit necessary.

14. Many so-called attempts at individualization pimply replace the teacher
with the student and do not, attempt to change traditional, or uni-anode 1,,
methods, of learning.

25
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15. Many teachers do, niSt allow Students or provide them with opportunities to
identify and select al ta:r.el:ives ''!or learning.%

' 16. ,Expectations,of achievement or mastery of oi)jectiv1s Is for the' large part
set bi, the'tadher and his instructional program.

.
,

.

. e
Ti.. Diagnosis and prescription are not donsidered'a part ofthe student'i

competencies. They come from the teacher alPne to enhance the attain-

./' mentof bshavierally oriented tontent or academic process objectives.
Diagonsis and prescription are'competencies a,student is expected to
develop by watching the teacher rather than 'becoming involved in with
the teacher: _. ,

1C. For the most part attempts at individualization originate withelther the
teacher or. administrator and usually result in the edict '.'...a-lOu shalE' .

individualize..... ' without!' attention paid tointlividual :ditferencea in
.

teacher personalities, knowledge, and commitment: Efforts at developing
strategies of individualization succeed when adequate provision is ma::ie
fOr sta 4 development and in-service education.

.
.

,19. Some,"socalled individualization proceed? when phe student has accrued
time to na for finishing "prescri6edl material at a fast rate. '

.

.' Use qf event and local community committees for consulting and advising . .

is seen
...
as frivolous andinappropriate foi the proceis'of individualization.

..

21. 'linlividua\lization -is seen A a process
than developed thr6ugh socialization.

separate from socializiktion rather

)

22. Evaluation of the strategies for individualization is usually an internal
rather than an internal and extelfal process suppOrted by the institution.

'' ' ' F

It is obviou that the term individualization la used quite often in the liter-

ature. It is not tIle function of this paper to define the term but to impress upon

the reader that the process,of individualization (with its many connotations) repre-

sents the focus of t e efforts in thd xole t62competency development pee f

teachers and students.\

r

The support system in which) the pre-service2Teacher operates ids

cane it "supports or nu Lures certain behaviors either intended or
I

as theocase may be.,,*--Earlye*fforts to control the support system for

_

impoait be-

notntended

pre-sea/ice

education resulted'in laboratory.schools. With the advent qf social quaren

increased involVement in 'real world' school ,problems 'some educators began to move

ess and

"into the schools and now assumeuactive roles_in program ankl staff development

i

`'1activities. Pre-Service education has befn mosE:frOquently cri iclzed fro the S

standpoints of its nature and staging,Of'classrogin teaching methqdpexperi nces.
,,,

1 . k
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46.When the approach was too heavily oriented towards theory on campus, the teacher

to

practitioner wee, not pleased. When the emphasis was strictly on the practical "how

to strategies in the field, college faculty "devalued' the Program. The current

trendis towards orchestrating the mix of theOry'and practice in public sehpol.'

'teacher centers. Lack of communication betweenand among college faculty-ad co-

operating teachers along with gid compartmentalization of math, science, social

sciences, reading, and child stu y contributes to repetitive experipnCes, conflict-

-...._,

ing,theory, bewildered students, and frustrated p9ope ting teachers., Being open

)1;11to valid criticisms, helping pre-service teachers ent meaningfuleeducational ex-

periences sooner, explCrIng the implementation problems associated with the active

integration of ourriculum content areas, and building communicative partnerships

with classroom teaching teams are essential ingredi in the support system.

Specific pre-service experiences should allow students to:

1. proVideveeklY clinical experience where thepre-student teacher can
observe and assist teachers;

2. explore inquiry, content, unit integration, and fOgical planning processes
with children a4d cooperating teachers;

,

3. dik4s, plan, test, and assess an array of app \oaches to instruction as-
a member of a team of educators utilizing the fUll,range+of eXperience re-
presented by a team oeeducators

4. study Children, classroom behavior dynamics, and the balance or imbalance
of the curriculum as evidenced in a Teacher Center; .

'5. acquire a repertoire of specific teaching strategies unique,to reading and
language arts, science, mathematics, and social studies;

of self, the uniqueness and the identification of teacher roles;6. become aware

7. become aware
individual's

of the minimal generic teaching competencies'necessary to the
successful entry into teaching;

G. initiate and maintain.a professional dialpgue with peers acrd significant
supporting faculty on campus and the Teacher center;

.

. assume'primary responsibility for creating and maintaining a data base
about individual candidacy; and
6 .

10. develop the skills ,with guidance in assessing data of candidacy leading.
to self evaluation arid the design of a professional growth pIdn./
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I would like to think that consideration of the characteristics and support

systems operating and influencing pre-service education would represent an "environ-

mental" approach more akin to a developmental model as opposed to a "sequential pass-

age thrqugh hierarchical experienCes",asevident in a strict assoeiationistic

model. The problem for the teacher educator becomes one of how to match the ext)er-

/...

fences with the support system and characteristics to'eptimize the individual's

learning experience. In other words, what is a possible design and foam for pre -,-

service experiences that takes into account the student's needs and professional

growth? The following design represents an organizer for a pre-student' teaching
4

methods course that integrates or focuseson different teaching Models for science

and social science. ,The design is based on the assumption that an individual must

feel a need as dete nail by a discrepancy in his perception or style of implementing

,
certain roles, tea 'hing models, and competencies. Generating or reacting to Value

statements represents the first step in the series of adaptive experiences. The
. . .

.
. t

.
,

statements
,,

then, provide a bagelinefrom
.

which comparisons are made, to either, the

,

pre - student teacher's perception of teaching or his method of implementing instructior

in sciente. Different situations with different individuals call for a roleident-

ification and the implementation of different models of teaching and competencies

' derived Prom the ro les and models. Discrepancies arise and the level of self-real-
-.

ization the greater is the awareness of need's. Once the needs ate realized, the pre-

-7

service student proceeds to stablish learning goals of immediate or long range

stature. Limits have been*impoSed with respect to the range of roles and models but

not with competencies. For purposes of review the roles covered(in the "competency

block" experielpe for science (and social science) pre-service methods block are:

indiViduaL instructor, instructional designer, interacting agent, transforming agent,

and social "teachnologiat". The pre-service "pre-student teaching" course deals

heavily with the role og instructor and instructional designer. This is not to say

that other roles are not OXamined it; is just that the parity agreements with the

seir (teacher center) have resulted in a social system and suppoit setting maxinall!

,
conducive to

28.ex.,.
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to the development. of these two :soles. It is the author's perception that the inter-

acting agent, social teachnologist, and individual roles are better supported while

the student is "student teaching. aole development is cumulative and differences

in the form6f unobtrusive measures can already be seen in some students currently

in this system. The certified teacher's (in-service) status as currently viewedin

the school provides the framework or support systeth for the development of the trans-

forming agent role. Needless to say dif.ferent.teacher centers in our own Clinical

'Education Network:*spark different role developments and are themselves at different

'levels of sophistication, i.e. poor to good with respect to program and staff devel-

opment. It is over a long period of pre-service 4.n-serval .7.1,,exx!Aenc-2s that

em0 couip?.tencies are developed.

The,pre-student teacher designs developmental experiences, est of the dime

with the instructors, E beginning, intermediate;' and advanced levels which corre-

spond roughly to the assimilative, accommodative, and adaptive levels posed in the

Piagetian paradigm. The last stage is perhaps the most novel with respect to course
0

outcome. Usually the end result(s) of a course or set of experiences is a product

or output` assessment of whaE a person has achieved with respect ko instructor pre-

selected goals. Since the pre-student teacher has determined his gun needs as well

as long and short term goals and experiences the outcomes of the course 1160-to be

restructured to accommodate this behavior pet. Another notion to be considered was

that the pre-stade4acher might view the end, of the course as a terminal rather

than a beginning point in the futher development of roles, models,- and competencies.

Them individual is required to Identify the'competencies he. 1) has attained dad 2)

T78uld like to attain in the science/social science student teaching methods exper-

ience. This means that the pre-student teacher will have identified the competencies

4N,
and roles so as to design the experiences on which he needs to build additional com-

petencies. The Stepwise procedures used in the course (see figure 1) involve the

student designing a contract for each of the teaching models. The contract itself

is composed of sbven essential.components_stated as follows:

29
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. "1. Prom tffb value statemept sheets identify your learning experience objectives
for adapting the teaching model.

)

2. Describe how the teac hing model objectives stated, above are related to the k

teacher competencies you plan to develop. through short/long range planning. \

3. Identify activities you intend to do to develop the compdtencies under the
model.

.

4. State resources to be used in yolir learning experience.
.

- . 4.,_-__
5, Identify quantitative and qualitative components of the evaluation process \.

. for your learning'experience objectives,

.
. : Record your long range competency needs.

7. Identify associated learner competencies that the model promotes."

Experience
Span Pre-Student t \ Student Teaching'

Roles
..,

Individual - Social
Teachnologist

Instructidnal Interacting . Transforming
Designer ' -Agent :.- . Agent

.

Indtructor

Sequence Responding to
and generatifig

value statements

Discrepancy
Lu.Tpeness in
petdeption
implementation .

I

Need hwareness

(

-Immediate/long-range
goal establishment

DeVelopmental activities
in an, adaptive arena

. of teacher: centers

.Generating process of
competency attainment ,

and needs for student .

teaching

)\N Figure 1. Developmental sequence of experience for role based competencies at the
pre.,ServiCe level.

:

,..,

OP, ..
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7

Contracts are classified as acceptable or non-acceptable on the basis of completeness

in addressing each of the seven points-and just delineation of experiences as deter-,

mined by the student and instructor. Contracts are then implemented and evaluation
A

(

of the fulfillment of the c96;;14 is made. Throughout the phases of the experience

quantitativeband qualitative components.are stressed. Finally as a 'result of con-
s

frattual experiences the student identifieS actikities and competencies ,,he expects

to develop in the next term of pre - service training whiih is called "student teaching.

By following such 'Aplan it is the desire of the course instructorso begin shaping

,

the social system, type of experiences ,, and continuit5t,4f training for elementary

school teachers. Redefinement, continued evaluation, and further research is needed

tb fully examine this role approach to the development of science teaching competen-

cies. A real test of 'adaptability" for pre-service teacher methods instructors

will come about and hopefully some process of evolution,rather than revolution will

become evident.

IV. SUGGESTIONS, .IMPLICATIONS, AND WHAT COULD BE

The statements made prior to this section were necessary and are prtliminary, to

what now follows. It is an attempt.to integrate the notions of roles and competencie

within the assumptions of a process directed to7ards the individualization of teacher-

_ education in favorable support systems, using the AAAS'Guidelines and ,Standards. As

s -

such, the Standards and Guidelines presented in the preliminary tepOrt are not changed

but used within a "competency" and :environiener'frame of reference. The resultant

effort of this integration is what provides the "perspective' alluded to inthe title

of this presentation.

Certain letters and numbers will be marked with an asterisk. Thege items are

verbatim or modified statements taken from the Standards and Guidelines Preliminary

Report around which othex,ztatenienfs have been added. The bulk of added statements

with respect to Instructional management, relationships with children, and team teach-

ing
. .

are derived from preliminary working !drafts of pipers that led to the University

of Pittsburgh's U. S. 6. E. Model for the Training of Elementary School Teachers (10).

31 1
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The tandards are clearly designed to. establish appropriate conditions with

respect to teacher training experiences at the higher education institutioah,

Vhere the word 'institution' assumes this physical denotation in the Preliminary
, ..

Report it should encompass not only the college or university but also the Teaches
4 ,

\

)

Centers> In this sense:the experience would be part n the Clinical Education

Network and qould increase die opportunity of involveme t with adequate facilities

and materials as well at individualized instruction matching the needs of:the

pre-service teacher with the environment of the school. Rather than provide

separate facilities, resources for preparing teachers Can be shared, I present

one 'strong statement of caution. Schools are ttagnane2ind hence, are not what

A 4
theyshorild be. Parity agreements can be made for two reasons; first, to improve,

t /.

theprogram and staff experiences in a school and second, to improve ,the t4ining

experiences of pre-seryiCe perslonnel in the TeaCher Center. The ultimate goal
,s

being the, development of improied learning experiences for children in the school,.

If the focus on program and staff development is "poor" to begin with an impacting

of university students in A'schoet.would be disastrous in s. me cases buChreine-
.

"

ficial in Others. With respect to full (5:: partial impacting models I do not
0s-v

support one of the other for it depends entirely otthe situational parameters

and participants. If the focus is on pre-service.training, i.e., places to take

pre-student and,studentteachera, ariy over-emphasis on thia_s&nr.ecou-ld and

usually alienates college or university faculty and cooperating teachers and
40%

administrators in the public school centers. In essence parityagreements

need, to -be "balanced`: and conducted with justice for all involved. With these
\

thoughts in mind the standardd are now presented.

*.STODARD I

9

The institutions should have at their disposal

a, laboratory faCilities.which*vill apcomdodate pre-servite
student activities ranging from predetermined professor
conducted' exercises to student constructed experiments; and,

3 `?
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b. science-equipment, materials and resources used in well
equipped elementary schools.

STANDARD II

A
Enstitutions involved in the-preparation and development of

;

teachers should make every effort to allow for individual
differences among those teachers by= 1? or allOwing
for experiences so that they may progress at different rates 1
and by giving credit in completing minimum piogram requirement'
_for competencies acquired before, during and/or after certifi-1;:
''cation.

A
B. AAAS Guidelines A

A

1

The guidelines represent those dimensional parameters that nutture the devel-
.

.'
..

,

rme of of appropriate compptencies. This effort by the author i not designed

ll

t categorize, in an absolute sense, " statements-1),f competencies. It is

designed to provide a framework from whieh.competency attainment a9,1 for-.

'Imation proceed to develop the ethic of "the 'science' of educating" iln.con

junction with the "art of teaching", an issue that_ needs too be ekplred in

the C/PBTE framework. For sake.of coherency the reader must integrate the

;guidelines with the role to competently notion. At this time, assumptions

are, made to provide additional insight fer the reader,'

*GUIDELINEI: Science experiences for elementary teachers
should develop those attitudes in teachers which result in
improved tacking of Scienca in their classroom's, a more
scientific approach to questions which they face in their
daily live's, and an Anterzst in scicnos-relatad.activities.

ROLE:

Individual

1.4

ASSUMPTION: Attitudes are developed by each'individualas
inquiry and self-appraisal become a patterned mode of behavi9r.

.

*A. The teacher will demonstrate confidence in his ability to make reasonable

inferences by doing sowhen presented With empirical data.

I. The teacher will demonstrate and assist children and peers in:

1. using special methods and materials in achieving. mastery in
adaptive thought processes;

2. ,identifying or discovering problems;

, .

3. desiring problem solution;,

33,
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4.: .identifying approach modes to problem solving;

5. achieving solution of pi'..oblems;

6. acquiring curiosity and opennesS of attitudes and stance;

7. developing e ective questioning tfki.que;

8: gathering Supporting eviddnce;

9. analyzing data;

10. drawing inferences a d generalizations

11. associating new knovuledge with .old"; , ,

12. analyzing strengths and weaknesses in logic and thought
proc sses; ,

..

13. encouraging children to show curiosity and inventiveness in
science by helpi g them to design experiments to answer their C
qUestions.

*B. When judging the validity of a statement Vhich is presented as fact, the

teacher will rely .on empirical data and inferences derived from evidence

rather than authoritative pronouncements.

I.- The teacher will demonstrate and assist children and peers.in:

I
1. developing effecti&habits of consideration for new ideas and

experiences;
.

2. appraising understanding, empathy, and communication;

3. exploring new conceptual and experimental realms.

*C Given a statement or circumstance thatseems inconsistent with the bOdy of

science, the teacher will demonstrate his belief in the self-consistency of

science by reserving judgement or attempting to test its 'validity.

I. The teacher demonstrates his personal capacity to':

1. delineate comprehensive growth objedtives;

2. implement personal dimension inventories;

3. articulate personal characteristics;

*Items' indicated thusly are verbatim or slightly modified statements taken
from the Standards and-Guidelinea:Preliminary-Report-and-designate only
the sentence or statement that follows. ,

3

;

45.
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4. analve values a attitudes;

. 34
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5. seek counsel ereyer appropriate to personal growth;

6. modify personal behavior after interpreting evidence;

7. 'help children develop a pertonal appraisal and-renewal'system.

, ... _

*D. The, teacher will demonstrate his interest in n-tcienct by: activities guth as
.1, .

/

science reading and conducting experiments.
- ,:-.'.

!I

x

*I. The teacher Will read science related articles and °book
it

s 'Oh ith are

not required as;part of a course.

*II.- The teacher will plan and conduct. experiments on his own volition.

*GUIDELINE II: The science experiences
o

p ROLE

for elementary teachers shbuld develop INDIVIDUAL

competence in the processes used in
science as part-of systematic, rational INSTRUCTMR
inquiry.

A8SUIPTION: e instructor role focuses on behaviors related to
realizing the unique features of the 1arner and the "matching"
of learning e vironment characteristics with these features to
build content and develop process skills.

A. The teacher mill achieve and dem)nstrateknowledge of science

t. The teacher will demonstrate and assist children and peers in

processes.

developing competence in:

1. observing and"meaturing;

*2. defining terms operationally when the need a

etting and orgatizingdata
!rational for the organization;

recognizing problems;

as well as describing the

' *5., conatructing,hypotheses, inferences, and generalization;

6. interpreting data;

*1. constructing experimetal testa of hypotheses, inferences,.,
.and generalizations;

*8. accepting, rejecting,-or dodifying a hypothesis, inference,
or generalization basedon new ideas_anafdescribe the basis
of the decision;
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*9, recognizing the need for additional information.in'some
situations by,searihing out the information as. designing
an experiment;

-10. building, testing, and revising models;

*11. describing experiment s Orally or in writing with dUfficient
clarity"to allow for experimental replication.

CONT2NT

. I The teacher' will exhibit a strong, in-depth, knowledge and comprehension .

base in a self- selected science Content area.

I. The teacher Will develop a knyledge and comprehension base,for
,.-

children, through experiences with: s.

*1. measurement;

*2. .classification, categories, and criteria;.

composition characteristics and the structure of matter;.-

*4. interactions of.matter;

I ,

*5. conversion and conservation of energy;

l.,

6- cur nt.socialiy!related science ibsues;
t

*7.- grown and reproduction;

G. evolution and ,genetics;
c8,

9.
,

Itunan develbpment as a function Of the' environment;
e.

f f10. manual skills using invetigative equipment;

Al. applications of scientific knowledge and method5; ,

.
. ,12. -scientific, social,and moral, Implicatio5S.;
L 4 i ,

%

13: ide4ntification of objectives and structural aspects of each
4content or topic area;

,

e

.144. creationism.

r.

It is theLauthies personal judgement that a more complete description of be-\
haviors related to inquiry can be foindin the Handbook an Formative and Summative
Evaluation of Student Learning by Bloom, St.al: Although the behaviors are desig-
nated as student behaviors they represent those that should be deMonstrAted also
by the teacher. This' is strotigly imaiied in Guideline II.

As--;
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*GUIDELINE IV: Science experiences should be selected
ao as 'to devgop a capacity ,and didposition for contin-
uous learning which the teacher should demonstrate by
habitually engaging in science/activities which will
provide new.information and experiences capable of
affecting existing attitudes, ideas, and teaching'.

ROLE:
INDIVIDUAL

SOCIAL
TECHNOLOGIST

ASSUMPTION: Learning'is continuous not only for the child butfor the
teacher..'Selfadevelopment, motivation, and empathy are tcey elements
to be nourished in the prbcess of continuous learning.

.,;e'

*A. The teacA'r will demonstrate his capacity for a dispostion towards

continuous learning. ,

I. The teacher recognizes personal traits affecting his learning

process and uses these in,examining his:

1. flexibility of behavior;

2. personal strengths and weaknesses);

'*3. viewpoints on contemporary scientific issues and till*
learning process;

4.. _attitudes toward authority and Supervision;

*5. ability to obtain relevant information on scientific and
educational issues;

6. formulation of self-developmint plans to overcomeNlimiting
factors; ,

*7. action to eliminate gaps in his educational background;

8. modification of personal behavior after interpreting evidence .

of performande;

sa

9.` self-acceptance by being attentive and responsive to-children
and peers;

10. empathy and concern for, children and their educati*

1Z. o!jectivity and ratiOnality in dealing with each'pupil's
intellectual, personal, and aocial pro1Iems;

1

12. confidence and emotional control in responding to pressures-
and problems;

13. flexibility in personality' by providing for differences to
pupil ideas, wishes, action, and kling;
9 e, 4- IP

14. degree of uneasiness, as child n mention anti- or social
behaVior;' .

377 .
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15. allowing children to vent and express strong personal
feelings;

16. skills for intervention and non-intervention;

17. creation of anxiety producing learhing situations;

18. expression of attitudes.

--4he teacher' effects strategies to prClIthoteby:,e-
.1. M'antaining a Cheerful posi ive stance;

4

'

e motivattcp of learning

-`3

, .
.

2. approaching instructionswidi appropriate energy and \

enthusiasm;

3. 'realting prior experiences new;

4. utilizing appropriate vocabulary for pupil background;

5. recognizing and accepting ct;'1.dren's ideas, efforts, and

6. encouraging maximum child par icipntion;

challenging children.to search for meaning;

8. using pupil experience aril knowledge;

9. provOdingdiverse realistic and relevant
increabe pupil interest;

10. encouraging pupil initiated group activityli;

11. maintainini reasonable pace for group activities;

. 12. helping each pupil, comprehend the motivational concept.,

*GUIDELINE V: The institution working cooperatively ALE:
with schools should provide experiences with INSTINGTIONAL
Children and schools so designed,that the teacher DESIGNER
develops the skills required foir, effective instruc-
tional.management of the science program.

AS5UNFTION: The teacher provides an outstanding learning environment
that is accommodative to the -needs of'the learner and overtly "matches"
resources,in the environment with pupil characteristics and goals.

'QV A. The teacher, prior to interaction with the student (pre-active phase),
1P

. .clemonsfrates *competence in. planning resources into the learning.

38
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environment, establishing a rlhysical learning environment, developing

strategies for individualization, making just curricular decisions,

being prepared to diagnose

assessment statements, and

I. The teacher's ability

by his competence in:

the entering behavior of a child, making

specifying learning goals.

to"specify learning goals" is evidenced

*1. identifying learning objectives appropriate to developing
:intellectual or process ski13.stand concepts in science; and to

2. state learning objectives in terms of student hehaviors;

*3. identify examples'of objectives which illustrate systematic
thinking;

4. interpret learning outcomes in terms of acceptable criteria
of performahcei

5. interrelationships among the various types of learn-
, fng finals;

6. translate broad societal aims for schools into relevant learn-
ing goals;

A

7. communicate learning objectives to pupils, teachers, parents,
r adminstrators, and community;

8. assist each pupil toward mastery of personal specification
. of objectives;

*9. identify and construct instructional modules or units which
contribute to specified lonitterm goala of science teaching.

9

TEie teacher will demonstrate the organization and maintenance, during

instruction, of a classroom environment that:

*1. schedules class time to allow for bothogroups and individual
activities designed to accomplish specified objectives;

*2. demonstrates the introduction of a science activity in such
a way that 'pupils are motivated to conduct investigations; '

and to

*3. create. an atmosphere'in which children participate freely
in plannfng,.narrying out, and interpreting results of
investigations;

*4. use questions to assist children in conducting an investi-
gation 4.thout telling them what to do or giving away the
expected results;

39,
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*5. arrange instructional resources in the
pupil interaction with the materials;.

'*6. locate and use instructional resources
school and community;

.

classroom to maximize
.

available An the

*7. list sources of science materials other than local ones;

create a threat-free atmosphere;

9., establish a system for-puPil Self- direction;

10., provide multi-activity centers of.high interest level;-

11. stimulate free expression of ideas;

12: provide for an efficient flow of and orientation to newsz
media and procedure;

rt,

13. 'provide a physically safe, healthy, and enjoyable environment;

14. establish a pattern Of consistent consideration for individual
rights;

15. prOvide the appropriate mood to reinforce quiet or active
experiences;

.

4
16. maximize pupil success and the resolution of human and goal

corglict; --Z
. .

17. manage orderly individualand group processes;

18. provide appropriate procedures for pupil, feedback about the
environment.

*C. The cher will demonptiate the ability to select and Ude4a variety of
try.

learuivg strategies appropriate to various learning requirements by:

?

matching appropriately materials, media, and activities to
objectives for science instruction;

or

*2. VentifYing.instructional materials and learning activities
for different learners interests and capabilities; :

3. translating educational objeOtives into pupil.objectives;

4. prephring evaluative measures'of pupil,progress toward
objectives;

.

5.' applying knowledge of Itild develomeni to Curricular deci-'
siog; . P'.

.1

specifying objectives of ',he learning task in terms of pupil
behavior; * .

6.
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7: diagnosing each pdpil's characteristics as a learner in
relation to that task;

8, organizing oneself as teacher guide to support learner in-
volvement;

*9. modifying planned strategies as a result of unexpected pupil
performance;

10. insuring progress toward iiestery by each pupil at an appro-
.

priate rate;

11. providing opportunities for active involvement for every
pupil;

12. plaliang for pupil evaluation of quality and quantity of
learning experiences;

*13, directing individual pupils to sources of Information in
conducting investigations not of interest to the entire
class. 0

*D. The teacher will demonstrate the use of various-individUal and group

asse4rie-investigations to determine whether specified objectives

have been met. This would be evidenced by the:

*1. selection, or construction, and administration of assessment
items requiring pupils to use conceptsin new 'contests and.

inquiry.skills in new problem situations;(--)

utilization of evaluative data to retain or modify objectives;

3. preparation'to clarify objectives and evaluation procedures
.with pupils;-

,

*4. distinguishing between acceptable and unacceptable responses
,to assessment items in science;

6.

use of',various assessment devices to Aitermine-thedegree to
which pupils possess necessary prerequisites' for. a learning
teak; 4

eN

recoraing,of data to establish a relevant data bank of pupil
performance;

.

,
-

_

testing -of instructional -hypotheses and evaluating results

. , .,-*

use of results in planning subsequent learning activities;

descriptiOn or results of evaluations to pupils and parents
so that it is clear whether the pupil is or is not meking
reasonable prQgress,in science.

eN.

4 .
4
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*E. The teacher will construct a sequence.of learning activities on the

1

X s

basis of -long -range objectives and knowledge of prior pupil performance.

The basic competencies reflecetollowing ingredients:

;4
*1. select or construct alternatiyd learning activities when pupils

demonstrate that they have achieved the objective of a science
activity pribr'to its being-carried out'andwhen prior instruction
has been unsuccessful;

*2. construct appropriate and significant science, activities for pupils
whdie lack of:achievement indicates,that they are not ready to
continue with the rest of the' class (Note: This assumes a north-

referenced akopposed to a criterion-referenced support system_of
evaluation);

*3. identify a learning sequence appropriate to thedevelopment of
skills and attitudes which may emerge over a long (at least two-
month). time interval;

1:4. identify the inform ation and conceptual knowledge prerequisite
for specific. science principles, laws, and theories and
reasonable inferences-that these prerequisites exist--before -----

attempting instruction dependent on them.

*GUIDELINE VI: The- institution should insure that the
teacher possesses skill's required for effective human
relations with children in the classroom by carefully
screening candidates for the teacher education program
and/or 'providing experiences in which students develop
the required behaviors.

ROLE':

INTERACTING
AGENT

INSTRUCTOR
SOCIAL

TECHNOLOGIST

ASSUMPTIONS: Teacher roles and competencies are developed relative
to student roles and competendies in'a supportive environMini.

*A.. The teacher recognizes the importance of indjvidual children.

The teacher will demonstrate the ability to'accept pupils as

individuals by responding to manifestations of individual

differences in a controlled manner.and by:
0

1. communicating effectively With individuals through oral;
written, and behavioral processes;

2. stimulating pupil participation as asiesult of communicative
style;

3. listening to pupil questions and reacting effectively.in
dialogue;

4. minimizing digressive influences;

-4z
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. .5. .helping each child to develop many aspects'of his intollectUal,,
social, and emotional, being;

*6. remaining relaxed withsa calm demeanor in the presence of
pupj.ls who are creative, ask probing questions, and present
challenging ideas in science;

*7., exhibiting patience With the pupil Who has poor manipulatiye
.,

',skills in handling equipment or-who is slow in acquiring .

process skills by giving words,of encouragement or deferring
required performance when the child shows evidence of extreme
frustration;

8. treating causes of deviant pupil behavior rather than the
behavior;

9. establishing individual lAhts and obligation amons peers;

10. involving pupils in self control patterns;

11. minimizing pupil-intimidation,or embarrassment;

*12. empathizing with s dents having personal problems by modifying
requirements for t at individual!! A

*13empat.fazingandireciating children of divergent backgrounds

de4n sts by isteniagattentive.y to aria rationally m-
ining

:\
the .2.p.r4 -oR ten from rural, urban, subuf-

bani-and-XOreign cultureWr---

*14. ,demonstrating control over expressions'of-atings,
and emotional reactions' ps,shown by voice quality or facial,
and'body gestures when responding to'ehildren's statements

f.or questions about science;

*15.7 demonstrating the ability to analyze reasons for unacceptable
- Social behavior on the part,of the pupil by inferring causality

after viewing a real or siinnalted incident.' Testing the plaue'.
sibility -of the inference by'examining permanent records

. (real or simulated) and discussing th6 incident with a pro es-
sional couns

*3)

. *16. demonstrating faith in the ability of children to make c
buti&Cby encouraging pupils to suggest answers to quest ono
asked by other'pupils;

*17. .assisting children_in developing empathy for and a will ngness
to 12,elg their peers by suggesting ways that they'may as ist
.0thers-oriby suggesting understandable reasons why a ch ld
may havetbehaved in an undesirable mannet.

The teacher shows confidence and flexibility in relations-with 'chitAeni

*I. The teacher willpiemonstrate confidende and flexibility by:

*1. mikingrreationable alterations in teaching procedures in_the
face of unexpected events;
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*2. failing to display frustration or embarrassment in the face
of questions that he cannot answer;

*3. his calm demeanor in the face of ambiguity and unpredictable
events which occur during the cqurse of a science investi-
gation;

4. allowing children to vent and expreds strong feelings;'

5. displaying skills for constructive intervention;

4.4

*6. relinquishing traditional controls in the interest of letting
individual children and small groups work independently' n
science;

;c7. assisting children in making plans for a science activity
'without making the decision;

8. -assisting. the child immediately by examples, questions,
prompting, hypothesizing, clarifying, organizing data, and
summarizing progress in the,investigation;

orienting pupils to schedules for the learning plans, to any
new materials or media they will' be using and to any guide-

, lines, they will be-following

ir
4'10. assisting pupils in theiconduct and interpretation of results

from an-iuvestigation without' telling them what must%be done
or that conclusions are reasonable:"

. 11. 'providing, for those Pupils who complete learning tasks
without difficulty, alternate activities such as spontaneous
fun tiiings,using mechaniCal, artistic, musical, and spatial-
interests'.

*GUIDELINE VII: Experience with children'and schools
should be selected eo as to 4evelop,a sensitivity,to-
ward, al4.1 an appreciation for, the school and community
and for 'individuals in the community including those
whose ideas are different from his own.

6

rOLL

INT2PA CTING

GENT

TRANSFORMING
AGENT

SOCIAL
TEAMOLOGIST

ASSUTOTIbN; The teacher develops community involvement beacuse-the
school oper?ates within this "community environment." That involvement
goesjieyond just informing the community and includes the community
participants in the making of valued educational deciaions.

4,

A

, / \
/

,
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A. The teacher will relate with-and to others with vested interests%in the

development of the School environment.

I. The teacher, in his relationships with o hers:

*1. dempnstrates emotional maturity by behavior consonant with
accepted social norms;

*2. demonstrates.respectfor the-opinion of others;

3. ,assumos responsible' membership in community and professionally'
orfehted organizations;

.4. recognizes poteritial impact of mature
action toward objectives;

effects and influences development of
standards;

.collective professional

4

ethical professional

6. effects and influences the establishment of relevant recruit-
ment, selection; training, certification, and induction of
beginning and "tenured" faculty;

*7. demonstrates confidence in his ability by'taking,considered
action that may be criticized by others; .

seeks assistnace and counsel from more, experienced colleagues
and takes appropriate action

recognizes the personal concern of parents ,for their children4
and shows respect and admiration for this concern;

*10. empathizes and appreciates individuals of divergent back-
grounds and interests by listening to and rationally exami-
ning the contributions of persons frOm rual, urban, subur-
ban, or foteign cultures. ,

II. The teacher, in his relationships with the community:

*1. demonstrates _respect for local community values and institu-
tions, even when they seemprovincial (Tlimited;

,

*2. demqnstrates an active interest in local community affairs;

-3. influences and effects finanacial support for education;

'4:;'--. effects relevant community involvement'fh policy and aurricu7,
lar objectives; /

--5.-- influences and efEects'yys Matic'research and renewal of
school:progrems;

,

6. effects appropriate prafessio evaluation Sthemat;"
. . ..

7. helps'develop and supports effective separation of persOnnel
unable to achieveifor maintain competency in a just\ manner;

.45
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8. -influences and participates responsibility in the support

4of-democratic behavior;

supports evaluative' measures of organization effectiveness.

.0(11DELINE VIII: The institutionatshould provide
experiences which enable the teacher to function

both as a' science teacher in a self-contained
classroom and as a member of an instructional

team.

ROLE:

INTERA
AGENT

INSTRUCTIONAL
DESIGN
SOCIAL
"TEACHNOLOGIST"

ASSUMPTION: Teaming is considered to ,be an effective Waif of planninge')

for and evaluating the implementation of instructional activities.

The teacher demonstrates the ability to contribute to team planning

'of instruction. .

I. The teacher contribute* to tam planning by:

*1. negotiating and accepting compromises while developing

.science activities to'be carried out by the team;

2. revealing the way he sees and does things;

bringing out the essential patterns, motives, and behaviors

Jn a situation in order to receive clear and accurate feed-

back information concerning the relevancy and effectiveness

of his behavior;

modifying teachlmg behavior where it is appropriate to

improve team effectiveness;

\
' trying out new patterns of 'thought and leh &vior in order to

experience ehe process of change; 0

6. examining OW nature of the team discussion to. determine the

emphasis which is placed oh content and process;

1. examining and participating in the decision-making procedure
of the team;

3. observing the behavior of the team from the point of view
ofwhat its purpose or fUnCtion seems to be;

*9.. demonstrating the ability to Work as a team. without aliena-
, .

ting other members of the teem or becoming alientated himself;

10.. helping colleagues learn how to learn from the procesS of

,,
preparation-e?perimentation-Zeedhaek;

_

direCting a teacher aide, in a' task supporting the team

effort without alienatingthe aide;
.... ,...

,4, 441.6
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*12. modifying the direction giVen to a teacher aide on the basis

of suggestions made by the aide;

*13. accepting directions or help from another member of an
.instructional team (lead teacher, science consultant, prin->
cipal)Withmnt demonstrating personal disaffection;

*14. tolerating differences in values, language, and behavior
patterns of other team members;

*15.' demonstrating self-control by 'not showing frustratiort or

anger in the face of probing questions or ideaswhich
challenge his own position.

V. CONCLUSION

There Ls, has been, and will be, much written on t npetency based teacher
/ 7.

education. Its spirit and intent as a movement is being'scru tinized, clarified,

and exploited extensively in the literature. 4AT. how much f these ideas and'
, -

concepts are consistent with each other remains to be ascertained. What is highly
6

probable is that many approaches will develop as to how anduhere teachers develop

competence as well as in what competencies teachers should develop. The questions

- raised here were: (1) What teacher roles and models exist as Organizers for
0

certain subsumed competencies; (2) What enabling activities can be provided for
i.e..

. . (

.

selection and development of competence; (3) WhatIlearner competencies are the
.

4 '
. -

.
.

result of the teacher's competence; and (4) What degfee of ,success can be anti-
,

cipated when support elements in the teaching - learning environment are present

or absent?

The consistent focus revolves aronnd planning, implementation, and evaluation

of materials andresources, teacher competencies, and, last but not least, learner

competencies. It is not my bontention to end at this point with the identification

and categorization of competencies per se. Theicompetencies listed are incomplete

and axe far from being all incluspe Presently the notion of science competence

- I
is nebulous anclayncratA., It is-particular and peculiar to certain regio

efleating a school of thought. 'The attempt here has been to,speCify compete

atemants that one selects from or is counseled through but ultimately resul

in consistent and just behavior with chilbren. This respS.nsibility is share

4 7 7-`
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I
the individuals learning and thq individuals teaching and extends itself to the

shaping ofthe support system by which we exhibit that responsibility. It is not

within our reach to create "perfect" institutions and people BUT, is well within

' reach to create justice, consistency and credibility in ourselves and our insti-

tutions.
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